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Globally, space-derived products and services will combine assets and annual revenues in excess of USD 1 
trillion by 2040. The year-on-year growth of the space economy is 9%, three times that of the global economy. 
The space industry, a sector that rose out of the ashes of the Second World War and on the back of a Cold 
War race to the Moon, has truly come into its own in the past few years. Today, space-derived technologies 
are essential to contemporary society: witness the explosion in the growth of mobile telephone and navigation 
services, direct television and internet broadcasting, and space technology spin-offs. With disruptive 
technology and novel business planning, start-ups such as Blue Origin, Firefly, RocketLab and Space X have 
muscled in on the lucrative launch sector, agile companies such as Planet have swiftly taken a large share of 
the Earth observation business, and transportation systems and adventure tourism under the flags of Axiom, 
Space Adventures and Virgin Galactic are now in advance stages of development. Emerging tech has also 
found a home in the NewSpace economy, including space-based manufacturing (Made in Space, Varda), 
resource mining (ispace, Moon Express), and space stations and settlements (Sierra Nevada Corporation’s 
Large Inflatable Fabric Enviornment and SpaceX’s Mars settlement). 
 
How is this strategic, high-stakes, and high-impact sector regulated? How does international law protect the 
original ideals of the exploration of outer space, while walking the fine line between exploration for peaceful 
purposes and the strategic political and military advantages of the outer space arena? How can the 
international legal framework ensure the protection of the outer space environment, efficient and effective 
regulation of the (New)space economy, and democratic and equitable access to outer space and the collateral 
benefits of space exploration? 
 
This course takes a disruptive approach in its discussion of the international law regulating the use of, and 
activities in, outer space. It will examine issues such as State responsibility, liability for damage, jurisdiction, 
property rights, dispute settlement, and environmental protection. This course juxtaposes these basic tenets 
of international space law with applications, industries and sectors such as telecommunications, navigation, 
Earth observation, military and dual use, resource management, and human spaceflight. The course looks at 
contemporary and upcoming legal issues relating to space activities, including issues relating to venture 
capital, cross border transactions and investments, space environmentalism, and space traffic governance. It 
will examine the evolution of one of the most exciting and profitable industries today, and the interaction of 
that industry, its technologies, and its risks, with the framework of international law. 
 
At the end of the course, participants will  

1. be able to locate the study of the international law applicable to activities in outer space in the 
general framework of international law, as well as the general context of the space industry and 
space economy; 

2. understand the basic principles of international law applicable to activities in outer space; 
3. be able to apply those basic principles to space-based and space-derived sectors, such as 

telecommunications, direct broadcasting, military uses and global navigation services; 
4. understand the significance of the space-based economy to contemporary daily human activities, as 

well as to the development of international law; and 
5. be able to understand the cross-connections of international space law with other fields of public 

international law, including with international commercial law, financing, environmental 
protection, and issues relating to international responsibility and liability. 
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